
7.5
　　KingView, it has been 20 years since its first release, has always been in the leading part of Chinese 
automation software market. WellinTech always abides by the "customer first" philosophy, and also has an 
excellent service team, which earned a good reputation in the industry by its professional, efficient and 
enthusiastic services. In recent years, with the internationalization of WellinTech, KingView product has been 
gone into the world and has won the customers recognition by its good price-performance.
　　Improve efficiency, reduce costs the road one must get through for enterprises to maximize their profits. 
KingView 7.5 has inherited the powerful functions, stable and reliable operations from King series, apart from 
that, it has also put forward "the second development" concept. Step by step improving configures efficiency, 
provides a strong support to achieve improved efficiency, and reduced cost at last.
　　KingView 7.5 added electronic records features by following FDA 21 CFR part11 and GMP specification 
to complete quality trace feature.

　　2)Picture template
　　Picture template contents all of the graphical elements in the KingView picture, such as components, 
controls and screen scripts. Common picture is saved as a template, when developing new project, no 
longer have to develop pictures, individually configured connection property of an animation. Select the 
picture template through wizard, and then replace the associated variables and strings, one key generates 
the desired picture.
　　In the process of creating a picture template, and from the template in the engineering process, you 
can see the thumbnails of the images directly from the wizard interface, very intuitive.
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　　3)Script template
　　Script template includes all the configuration script--the 
application scripts, data change scripts, event scripts, hotkey 
scripts, custom functions, and so on. A script template is 
customized as "calculation module". When applying to a project, 
select "calculation module" from template via wizard, replace the 
associated tags and strings, and then generate the new script. 
When generate multiple sets of "module", you can choose to merge 
or overwrite the existing scripts.
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  Template, modular configuration unit, improving engineering efficiency

　　KingView 7.5 provides multiple template usage, the template could be used for a device, tag, script and 
pictures of project configuration. And all of these configuration elements could generate modular configuration 
unit, which can be used to quickly generate devices, tags, scripts and pictures. In this process, users just need 
to follow the wizard to do some simple configurations to replace string and variables etc. Consequently, it can 
help to achieving fast configuration and thus greatly improving efficiency.

　　1)Acquisition template
　　Acquisition template contents IO Device information and its 
associated variable information. Multiple templates can be
 generated for multiple devices with their variables in one time.
 Saving the common data acquisition equipment and its associated 
variables in the templates, when developing new project, it is not 
necessary to crate device and configure variable one by one. Through Wizard dialog box, select the device 
and variable from the template, and fast generate the engineering IO devices and variables. 
Each acquisition template can be given characteristic pattern, so that it can be recognized easily while 
browsing and using.
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　　Provides unified storage management, more convenient 
to use. Templates can be set permissions so that users can
 protect their intellectual achievements.
　　Templates included are acquisition templates, picture
 templates, script templates and graphics templates four
 types. No matter either to generate template or instance, 
the operation process is simple and easy to use.



 

　　Main features
　　Support for multiple platforms, including Android, iOS , Windows And so on;
　　Provide reporting, trend curves, and other ways to present data;
　　Support real-time data, historical data and alarm data monitoring;
　　Mobile terminal can remote control the equipment, such as starting, setting parameters;
　　Secure user management and service management; ensure safety of operation and data browsing;
　　Deployment flexibility, can used IE Browser directly, or install APP;
　　Support abundant sources of data, including KingView, relational database, Excel, KingSCADA, 
KingHistorian Products of WellinTech;
　　Thin client, small data flow, consequently cost savings;
　　Independent WEB Service, have small influence on the SCADA System;

  The opening API interface XML technology, systems integration flexibility

　　XML Language, with its better scalability, normative, readability, compatibility and transmission 
characteristics, makes it one of the widely used languages in enterprise integration and application 
development. In project-designer(development environment) of KingView 7.5, based on XML technique of 
open interfaces and extensive import and export functions, engineering data into a Visual standardized XML 
format file functions, and provides the appropriate API interface, allow users to use third-party software 
platform to develop, configure, configuration works.
　　All objects in the KingView project, such as variables, equipment, pictures, scripts, and so forth, can also 
be described easily by using XML Language. Using the
 XML project file format description, KingView can also easily be
 imported and this does not necessities secondary modifications, 
and can directly run.
　　KingView software system provides a complete set of variable access API Interface for data in real time, 
alerting of real-time and historical data, variable data such as historical data, which greatly enhances data 
communication capacity with the third parties, improve interconnection between systems and upper 
management.

  KingView mobile client, adapt to the need of Mobile Internet era

　　KingView mobile product can help the manager and the operator to know and control the production 
process and the equipment status. It could also help people to get the real time data, alarm information and 
analyzed report, and can also generate all kind of needed report and curve etc, to achieve mobile working. 
To make the production process more transparent to the management, it will helping to improve management 
efficiency.
　　King mobile clients can also be installed on the operators' handheld terminal, with proper authority, to 
control equipment in real time.

    Import AutoCAD graphics into the picture of 
　　KingView 7.5 can import the shapes designed by 
AutoCAD into the picture, convert to King view graphic 
elements. No need for configuring engineer to develop the 
graphic again in KingView, greatly reduces configuration 
workload. 
　　KingView supports all kinds of the basic graphic 
element from AutoCAD, once import those graphic 
element into KingView, it will be converted to KingView 
graphic element automatically, and we also can configure 
the animation.

　　Main functions:
　　User security management, password configuration;
　　Variable, recipes and other electronic signature configurations, 
check signature at run time;
　　Provide signature, check function in the script, custom action 
signature;
　　Complete record of all the actions that you have configured;
　　Each electronic record has a unique verification code, ensure that 
data cannot be arbitrarily modified;
　　Independent electronic records tools, can verify the authenticity 
and integrity of electronic records, electronic records can be queried in 
a variety of conditions, and the output with PDF files or print output.

     In line with FDA 21CFR Part11, GMP electronic signature required & electronic recording 
function

　　Electronic signature & E-record is a specification for food, pharmaceutical and other industries, to 
achieve standard production management. It is a recording mode which required the operators of the entire 
production recording the whole process. It also has a specific requirement for configuration software, which 
is strong security and strict user authentication, rights management, and auditing measure, to meet FDA 
CFR 21 Part 11 requirements for security. All of this is used toregulate the production, and reduce 
production accidents.
　　KingView 7.5 has added electronic signature products & Electronic records features to meet CFR 21 
Part 11 Related terms and GMP Technical requirements of the standards for automation software.

　　4)Graphic template
　　To manufacture the display picture quickly, when the following devices are of the same type like the 
former one and others of the graphic are exactly same. That is what graphic template is designed for.There is 

Layout process  

"layout element" feature in KingView 7.5, 
which can help to customized, layout the 
complex graphic quickly.
　　It used to need engineer to add or 
modify the picture manually. Now, Using 
"layout elements" and graphic templates, 
we can quickly configure screen
 device of variable and string, to quickly 
finish creating the graphics.



 

 
 

    

    New license system, more easy to use

　　KingView 7.5 provides hard and soft key license to use. Our new license system realizes the remote 
authorization function, in a local network, install the license in one PC but project can be authorized in 
another one. With this feature, one license can be used in different PC, this in turn reduces the cost of 
customers. Otherwise, we provide a new feature called “The second authorization”, this feature allow our 
user add their own information based on our license information and set some custom permission in the final 
projects. 

KingView Advantages 

　　Support the most kinds of device drivers, more than 5000 drivers;
　　Nearly 20 years, sell out over 200,000 licenses, stable and cost effective;
　　Rich functions, ease of use, improve customer efficiency;
　　Continuing the old style of last generation production, saves the learning and maintenance cost;
　　Good openness, other application can access the data easily;
　　Great security, protect your data;
　　Used in many industry fields, special solution will help you;
　　Excellent technical service team solves all your technical issues.

    Improve usability, reduce workload

　　In KingView 7.5, we improved some features and add some new function components as below. 

　　New resolution conversion 
solution, more conversion mode 
and solution to the issue of 
distortion;
　　
authorization”, allow customers to 
set their own limit on the project;
　　According to picture, script and 
tag, adding “search” function in 
developing system. Help user to 
edit and manage easily;
　　Tag management, add grouping 
by memory, IO and device group. 
Make the management more clear 
and easy;
　　In script editor, functions browser 
and help, when you input the script 
you will see the smart function 
prompt;
　　Rich wizard, add much new 
wizard including many industries; 
　　Alarm window, allow user edit custom title and add alarm window printing function;
　　KingView built in report support save as excel format and load excel reports;
　　Built in report provide wizard for KingHistorian and SQL database, simplify the developing of 
tour report, daily report, weekly report;
　　New built in bar graph control, add “serial” function, and simplifies the data analysis.

KingView Main Features
Support multiple communication protocols; support GPRS, SMS, and OPC communication mode; 
Built in script, support timing, triggering and custom functions;
Provide rich industrial graphics libraries;
A variety of real time and historical trends;
Built in report system, custom real time and historical report, provide report wizard, configure the 
KingHistorian and SQL database reports without scripts;
Powerful alarm system, support to real time printing, alarm SMS, alarm email;
Built in historical database, meeting the long time data storage;

　　Support Active X control, expand the application;
　　Support SQL, access to all kinds of database;
　　Support recipe function;
　　Multiple redundancy functions, support dual machine redundancy, dual device redundancy, dual network 
redundancy and etc. With high performance, responds within 1 second;
　　Support CS and BS mode, meet user’s demands.


